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Indulge in a Cause

Set Sail!

Enter to win a cabin for you and a guest
aboard the 10th Annual Holistic Holiday
at Sea Cruse!
The Holistic Holiday at Sea 10th
Anniversary seven-day cruise sails from
March 2 to 9, 2013! A gathering of
global-community awareness, offering
health-boosting activities and education
incorporating delicious vegan cuisine by
world renowned chefs, dazzling
entertainment, nightly social activities, and
over 130 life-enhancing classes and lectures
from famed doctors, scientists, authors and
professors, including a new CME/CE
Programs for MD’s, DO’s and PA’s.
Experience all this and more while sharing
these incredibly unique moments with over
a thousand like-minded fellow travelers
from around the world!

Indulge in a cause with Endangered Species
Chocolate. 10% of net profits from each
premium chocolate bar purchase support
species, habitat and humanity. Unwrap a
bar; learn more at

chocolatebar.com

BaoMax

BaoMax is the perfect naturally tart drink mix
that combines the citrus lime taste of cocona
with the flavor of baobab, described as having
similar tastes to a pear or even vanilla. This
light, natural taste makes it ideal for all ages,
and it can be easily blended into any beverage
for a nice boost. Get your whole food
calcium, fiber, trace minerals, and B vitamins
in a delicious refreshing drink.

p-73.com

The Inside Story on
Detoxification

Glutathione is in every cell of your body and
helps protect against the damaging effects of
oxidative stress and toxins. Setria® Glutathione
is an absorbable form of glutathione that can
help replenish the body’s reserves.

setriaglutathione.com

A Vitamix Is More Than a
Blender

Enter to win at

vegetariantimes.com/sweepstakes

Because feeling good should
taste great

NOW Real Teas combine natural, earthy
goodness with an explosion of flavor to create
super-healthy teas in 16 enjoyable varieties.
They’re feel good teas that taste great!

Vitamix machines provide seemingly
endless possibilities, utilizing cutting-edge
blending technology to make it easy to
enjoy more whole fruits and vegetables.
Plus, every machine is backed by the
industry’s best 7-year warranty.

vitamix.com

nowrealtea.com
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